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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reviewer’s comment</th>
<th>Author’s comment (if agreed with reviewer, correct the manuscript and highlight that part in the manuscript. It is mandatory that authors should write his/her feedback here)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Compulsory** REVISION comments | MATERIALS AND METHODS
Row 121. SGI say: days offinal count. It needs some space of final
RESULTS
In Tables: always you put SGI before GRI. However I do not know why in references you put as final point SGI. I think it must be also in reference, situated before GRI
Row 170. You put MGT (62???). I think it is 6.22
Row 191. Table 3. Change SG1 by SGI
REFERENCES
7. Kaya et al.………..... Helinthus It is Helianthus |
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